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The Crystal Light Bed was designed and developed as an important
healing modality at medium/healer John of God's spiritual centre, Casa
de Dom Inacio (House of St Ignatius de Loyola) in Brazil. The Crystal
Light Beds are prescribed by John of God for rejuvenation, alignment
and balancing our body, spirit and mind.
During Joao de Deus’s recent
visit to Sydney, more than 45
Crystal Light Beds throughout
Australia were brought in to
assist the spiritual work.
We have updated our
comprehensive directory listing
with current Crystal Light Beds
operating in Australia and New
Zealand.
Visit www.johnofgod-guide.com.au to find a listing of endorsed Crystal
Light Bed practitioners in Australia and New Zealand.
Do you own a Crystal Light Bed? Practitioners are welcome to join our
free directory – simply submit your details at www.johnofgodguide.com.au and like the Crystal Light Bed Australia facebook page
at www.facebook.com/crystallightbedaustralia
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Healing Meditations on the
Central Coast
Join the Healing Meditation on the Central Coast with
Adriana and Nathan every month

Crystal Shop
Crystals from the heart of Brazil
Quartz Generators blessed by
John of God
from $40

Our thoughts, intentions and mental focus can play a major part in our
health and spiritual well-being. All are welcome regardless of whether
you have experienced the Current – a specific form of meditation
designed to support the healing work of John of God, or are new to the
concept of quieting your mind for peace, recovery and intuitive insights.
Healing Meditations will recommence on the Central Coast, NSW in
February. Watch this space.



Quartz Clusters (large)



Amethyst Clusters



Amethyst/Citrine/Agate
cluster



Rose Quartz raw



Selenite candle holder
(large)



Shell Essences sprays and
jewellery

Visit www.casa-almeida.com
Crystal Light Bed and Intuitive Healing with Adriana.
TERRIGAL MASSAGE & HOLISTIC HEALTH
Book Now 0410 153 295 or 0416 225 675
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Join us on 21-22nd February for a weekend
spiritual retreat at the Southern
Highlands Casa, the House of Faith and
Love in Burradoo:
 Meditation sessions
 Crystal light Beds
 Huge Quartz Crystal - John of God
 Transport and accommodation
from Sydney included.
On return to Sydney, we will tour the unique Mary
Mackillop Place – a truly beautiful place where
Australia’s first saint lived, died and is buried.
For all enquiries email info@casa-almeida.com

John of God – Brazil
Lost in Buenos Aires is not the usual way
Retreat

people meet their soul flame – but Adriana
and Nathan’s life journey has been
anything but usual.
Adriana had travelled from Sydney to Brazil in the hope of
recovering from a severe form of cancer. Dr Augusto de
Almeida, working through medium Joao de Deus, declared
Adriana ‘free of the spider’ – a metaphor he uses to describe
cancer. Joao de Deus asked Adriana to share her story with
the mediums in the current room and was invited to return
home to help others on their journey to the Casa and to
'work with her hands'. Adriana has become an established
and reputable Casa Guide and Intuitive in Australia.
During the same period, Nathan had transformed from a
Music teacher to a primary caregiver. Inspired to search for
hope in a friends fight against cancer, Nathan began
developing his intuition and in the process discovered the
healing work of Joao de Deus. Nathan fulfilled a vision and
recounts numerous deja vu experiences on his initial visit to
the Casa – a place he calls his second home.
Although Adriana and Nathan have been adversely affected
by cancer, it was the stimulus that inspired them to search
for their purpose in the world and to connect with source
energy. Official Casa Guides since 2001, Adriana speaks
Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish and English making your
spiritual journey a reality.
For more information visit www.johnofgod-guide.com.au or
www.casa-almida.com
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Upcoming Brazil Retreats:




11th May
2 or 3 week option
th
5 July
15th October

Travel to meet John of God in Brazil with
a personal and professional guide.
Adriana and Nathan are experienced Casa
Guides who takes groups from
Australia/New Zealand to see John of God
in the heart of Brazil.
 Over 13 years experience
 Brazilian Portuguese/Spanish speaker
 Official Casa Guide and medium
 Fully organised trip – all your needs are
taken care of
 Limited seats for our trip on 11th May –
Hurry!
Find Adriana &
Nathan:
Berkeley Vale
2261
Terrigal, 2260

Ph. 0410 153 295
Email: info@casa-almeida.com
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